
Carrier 20, 30 
or 40 Cart™

Carrier 20 Specs:  36.7” (H) x 19.2” (W) x 27.8” (L)  |  107.1 lbs 
Carrier 30 Specs:  36.7”  (H) x 26.3” (W) x 29” (L)  |  136.4 lbs 
Carrier 40 Specs:  36.6” (H) x 26.3” (W) x 33.6” (L)  |  159.3 lbs

Top Loading Cart Design. Access from 
multiple sides at once allows for quicker 
distribution of devices, plus no more 
bending down to remove devices from a 
bottom shelf. Better yet, the top-sliding lid 
doubles as a work surface. Cabinet style 
carts can take 2-3 times longer to wire, and 
the removable panel in the bottom gives 
full access to power cords in one fell swoop. 

Organized Cables and Hidden Bricks. 
Minimize Cart clutter by clipping down 
those gosh darn cables once and for all. 
Cables stay organized in the unique side 
channel, allowing you to plug in devices 
quickly after each use. Power bricks are 
stored in the bottom of the Cart, making 
sure they don’t sprout legs and wander off.    

Baskets by LocknCharge. These ain’t 
your grandma’s Longaberger baskets. 
Slotted device Baskets by LocknCharge 
make device deployments faster, safer and 
more efficient. 

External Charging Status Display.  
Most of us don’t have x-ray vision–but 
with our Carrier Carts, it’s super easy 
to know the charging status of your 
devices through the external ECO Safe 
Charge™ display.

LocknCharge makes life easier.

Charge, store, secure and 
transport up to 20, 30 or 
40 of almost any device.
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Smarter Workflow

 

Save Time, Save Cheddar. Our goal 
is to save you valuable time, each and 
every day, thus saving you some serious 
cheddar. Our Baskets enable hand-out and 
pack-up of devices in less time, allowing 
you to forget about charging and focus on 
your goals. 

Perfect for Shared Use. Not enough devices 
to go around? No problemo. You can now 
easily share a small handful or a whole dang 
cartload of mobile devices between multiple 
areas without the fuss. When teamed up 
with our baskets, our lightweight, easy-
to-maneuver Carts allow you to transport 
mobile devices quickly, safely and easily.

Safe Power Management. Never blow a fuse again. ECO 
Safe Charge™ handles power requirements of almost 
any device by staging the availability of power. Plus, it 
ensures that devices are not overcharged, increasing their 
longevity. 

Future-Proof. Think inside the box, and you won’t be 
stuck with a bunch of outdated Carts. Removable racks 
and Baskets allow this Cart to adapt to future needs as 
devices change or new technology is added. 

External power outlet. With an external power outlet 
you can easily charge devices like a projector or other 
peripherals.

Compatible & Efficient.1 Larger devices never have to 
feel left out. Carrier Carts can accommodate and charge 
20, 30 or 40 of almost any device, with or without cases.

Top Sliding Lid Doubles as Work Surface. The secure 
lid can be used as a work surface in space-strapped rooms.

Secure. Protect your device investment without worry. 
Lock away devices in the storage area with a padlock. 
An optional anchor kit locks the whole Cart to the floor.

No Keys to Worry About. Our Carrier Cart comes with 
a high-quality, combination padlock.

Magical Unicorn Lifetime Warranty. All of our 
products are now fully backed by a lifetime 
warranty on the main frame, electrical and all other 
components.* It’s a one-of-a-kind guarantee that’s 
as unique as a magical unicorn. 

World-Class Customer Support. Our helpful and 
friendly Customer Support team will promptly 
assist with any product issues or questions that 
may arise.

Additional Key Benefits


